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Summary- The theorem of reciprocity of works, valid for the case when external loadings are acting
and permanent deformations (distortions) y°, K° take place, is derived'in this note. Making use
of this theorem, formulae for displacements and rotations were given by means of the Green
function. Two particular cases are investigated: one referring to increment of the volume of a
simply connected body subject to action of distortion, the other, pertaining to displacements
and rotations occurring in infinite elastic space, induced by simple concentrated defects. In the
final part of the paper the above-mentioned theorem is developed to the dynamic distortion problem.

1. Introduction

The state of stress occurring inside a micropolar medium as a consequence of
permanent distortion y°n, K°t was investigated by the present author in paper [1].
Distortions of such a type may, a.o., take place in metals on exceeding the yield
point as plastic strains. A special case of distortion constitute temperature strains
y°n = a, 8,j 0, K0

Jt = 0, where at stands for the coefficient of linear thermal dilatation
and 0 is increase of temperature. Distortions y°t, K°H result in a field of defor-
mations y]h K}1 and stresses aJh ,%. The interrelations occurring among these quan-
tities take the form

(1.1) <Tjt

(1.2) flfl ? j

The notations introduced here, ft, X, a, fi, y, e are material constants. The strains
jji, Kji are appertained to components of displacement vectors u and components
•of rotation vector cp expressed by the following equations

(1.3) yji=ut,j-Bkjt<Pkt

0-4) Kn=<Pi,j.\

Introducing (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3), (1.4) into equations of equilibrium

(1.5)

(1-6)
295—[461]
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where Xt, Yt are the components of the vector of body forces and body couples, we-
arrive at

(1.7) O + a ) V2
 M|+(A+A«-a) uJJt+2a8m ^ j

(1.8) [(y+e) V 2 -4a] P i 4

The other notations are introduced now in the following formula

(1.9) <r%-(jt+a) y'fl+Qt-a) y°+M W y°kk,

(i.io) A*S. 4 4
To Eqs. (1.7), (1.8) it is necessary to add the boundary conditions. If at the boundary
A of the body in question the displacements Ut and rotations &t are prescribed, then
the boundary conditions take the form

0.11) «1(x)=t/ l(x), p , (x) - t f , (x) , x s l

Further, if loadings />; and moments ml are prescribed on the boundary considered,
then the boundary conditions have the form:

(1.12) an (x) nj (x) =pt (x), nn (x) nj (x) = m, (x).

2. The theorem of the reciprocity of works

This theorem one may find in Ref. [1], where the author made use of what is-
called analogy of body forces and body couples. In the present note this theorem
has been derived in another way.

Let an elastic body be acted upon by the two independent sets of forces. To these
we may number the external forces and superimposed on the boundary of the body
displacements and rotations. Either of these causes (forces) and results obtained
will be marked with "primes".

Accordingly, for the system of equations being marked with primes we have-
the constitutive equations

(2.1) c'Jt~(M+a) (y^-y'fr
(2.2) A « -

Multiply now Eq. (1.2) by y'Jt, whereas Eq. (2.1) by yn and subtract them side-
by side. As the result we get

(2-3) an y'n+fjp'it = ff'jt yjt+y'n an •

Applying the same procedure to Eqs. (1.2) and (2.2), we obtain the relations-

(2.4) Mji Kfl+K^ % = % Kjt + fijt K°.

The following equation results from the fact that we add side by side relations.
(2.3) and (2.4) and integrate over the surface of the body considered

(2.5)
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Take then advantage of relations (1.3), equations of equilibrium (1.4) and the
•Ostrogradzki—Gauss theorem for transformation of the integral given below

J o-H y'ti dV= J aji(u'u-ekJ, <p'k) dV,
v v

<2-6) = J [{on U'XJ ~<?.ii,.i u'i ~ Rkji <p'k v.a] dV,
v

= [ p , u\ dA + J X{ u. dV- j aJtEkJi <p'k, pt = a}irtj.
A V

Analogically we obtain the equation

= J
v

= J mL (p\ dA+ j Y, <p\ dV+ j siJk aJk <p\ dV,

Applying a similar procedure for the other integrals of Eq. (2.5), we obtain ths
following form of the theorem of reciprocity of works

<2.8) j (Xt u[+ Y, <p\) dV+ f (Pi «;+w, rp't) dA+
V A V

= J (X[ tit+ Y[ <pt) dV+ f (p; u.+m, <pt) dA+ j (y;j ffjl+K'° nH) dV.

Further, consider some particular cases of this theorem. First let us be concerned
•with the strain of the body induced by distortions y°n, 7c°,; then assume that the
body is fixed entirely on a certain part of its surface, whereas the remaining part
•of its surface is free from the loading. Therefore, it should be assumed that

y;?=oK;°=o, jr,-o, y,-o
.and

M( = 0, r/>i = 0 on A,, as well as ^( = 0, m, = 0 o n , ^ , A = AU+Aa.

Consider again the same elastic body under the same boundary conditions on
Au and A,, and assume that the only cause of determations is the unit concentrated
force, directed towards xk-axis. Thus we have

Z; = 5 ( x - x ' ) Blk, F;' = 0, XG V; and «J=0, p',=0 on A,,,

p[ = 0, m'L = 0 on A a .

Putting the above quantities into the equation and keeping in mind that
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and then introducing the notations

we arrive at the following formula

(2.9) uk (x1) = / [y° (x) of (x, X')+K% (x) / $ (x, x')] </K (x).

Here of) denotes force stresses, while iflft — couple stresses being induced by the
action of the unit concentrated force applied to point x' and directed towards xt-axis.

Functions o*\ $} are expressed by means of the formulae

(2.10) <$ f #

(2.11) //« = (y+s) K»>+(y- e) *®+fiBu 4*3-

Accordingly, we have

(2-12) 1l$mGu.j-*pji**> Kji = ®iKJ-

Notation Gik stands for the Green displacement tensor, i is the i-th. displacement
component and $lk—the Green rotation tensor. The action of force X[ — 5 (x—x') &ik

exerts an influence upon these quantities.

In turn, let the other set of forces be restricted to the concentrated body couple
Yi = §ik 8 (x—x') assuming that

M( = 0, q>'t = 0 on A u and m't = Q, p't = 0 on A a .

The stresses induced by the action of the latter couple are here denoted by
erf) and £f]f, the displacement and rotational tensors being represented by <$ik

and cpik, respectively. Bearing in mind these assumptions, we can obtain from (2.8)
the following formula for the rotation

(2.13) P*(x')

Hence we have

(2.14) o

(2.15) ffl f $
where

(2-16) yf} = Gtk}J-ePJl <Ppk, K « = &lk>,.

The Green functions being known, accordingly, we are able to determine stresses
af}s $,... in virtue of formulae (2.10)—(2.12) as well as (2.14)—(2.15), and further
from formulae (2.9) and (2.16) — both the displacement and the rotations are
found. The sought state of stress in the elastic body considered may be obtained
from formulae (1.1), (1.2), taking account of definitions (1.3) and (1.4).
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Let us now analyze a simple case. Let the distortions y°n act in a bounded and
simply connected body, Xh so we have the following relations:

X, = 0, Yt = 0, x e F and Pt = 0, m( = 0, xeA.

Then, let in the "primed" system take place the all-sided stretching. Thus we
have

Eq. (2.8) yields the following relation

(2.17) fuinidA=fy°Jl8iJdV.
A V

As can be seen the increment of the body volume may be described by the aid of
the formula

AV= j ul,idV= f utn,dA.
V A

From (2.17) we get

(2.18) AV= j y°kkdV.
V

It is noteworthy that this result is independent of the material constant. From re-
lation (1.1) results that

(2.19) akk = (V.+2M)(ykll-y°kk).

If with the use of this relation we drop y°kfiom (2.18), and simultaneously we take into
consideration the dependence J skk dV= V, then we obtain

v

(2.20) jakkdV=0.
v

In a particular case of thermal distorsions y°t = at8u 9, K°,=0, we can derive,
in virtue of (2.18), the well-known relation [2]

(2.21) AV=3a,jddV.
v

3. Distortions in the infinite space

Let in such an elastic space act the distortions y°t, K°JV They are situated in the
bounded region V in a way, owing to which we are able to assume that for r-»-oo
displacements uk and rotations <pk tend to zero.

In this particular case the surface integrals vanish in Eq. (2.8). We have still
the equation

(3.1) J (*,«',+ 7, (p\) d,V+ J {y°n a'n+K% ix'n) dV=
v v

Y[ <Pl) d,V+ j (y'j0, o-jt + K* vJt) dV.
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Let the "primed" system be confined to the concentrated force X[ = 5ifc 5 (x—x')
turned in the direction of xfc-axis. Thus making use of the latter equation, we arrive at

(3-2) uk (x') = J (y° <$+«» $>) dV.
v

Herein the stresses o-Jf, fjfff take the form of (2.10) (2.12), respectively, where the
Green functions <j,k, (Pik refer to the infinite space. They are expressed by the for-
mulae [3]:

<3-4) • « - - 8 ^ 7
Here

Notice that the displacement tensor Gik is composed of two members. The form
of the first member is analogical to that of the displacement tensor in the classical
theory of elasticity.

Now let the "primed" system be confined to a unit concentrated body couple
y,' = 8ifc 5 (x —x') being directed towards x raxis.

From (3.1) we can derive the formula

(3.5) (Pk(x') = J [y°n (x) o$ (x, x ' )+4(x) £« (x, x')] dV (x).
v

Expressions hj?, fjf) are described by the formulae (2.13)—(2.16), where

(3.6)
R

K_

/l~e-R"\ 1 le Te~Rll\ u+a e~Rl1

i? / ,„ 167!:a/«/2 '" R

where

/!2 =
4a 4/(a

Let us take advantage of formulae (3.2) and (3.5) for the case when we consider
the concentrated defect. Further, let the following distortion be given

'(3-8) y°n~~T§ (x) §U' hence y?,.=5(x).
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From formulae (3.2) and (3.5) we obtain the following results

(3.9) uk (x) = j o*g (x, 0), cPk (x) = — o « (x, 0),

whereas

(3.10) oM=KGnkin(x,0), a^(x),0=KGnk,Ax,0), K-X+jp.

In virtue of (3.3) and (3.6) we find that

(3-H) ff""- 24^(1+2/0 '"""' ff""~°' ^ - ^ ^ •

Hence

1 1+v xfc 1
(3.12) M t ( ^ . _ _ _ _ _ - * r/>t(x)=0, v -

Proceeding, consider the defect 7Cj( = — 5 (x) 8 U . Basing on (3.2) and (3.5), we
1

obtain K", = — 5 (x) 8 U .

(2y+3)?) ^,fc>,,(x, 0),

^ , k i l l (x , 0).14) %(x)

Bearing in mind that

we get, accordingly,

4. The dynamic problem of distortion

Consider the case in which the distortions y°t, 7c°( are not only functions of posi-
tion x but also of time t. In this case the equations of equilibrium should be
replaced by equations of motion

(4.1)

(4.2) eIJk

As a consequence we obtain

(4.3) (n+a) V2 H£+(A+/i-a) « ,u i+2ae w Vkj+Xi^ohj-pOt,

(4.4) ((y+s) V 2 -4a))
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Perform on the constitutive relations (1.1)—(1.2) the Laplace transformation;. Made
the same transformation on the equations of motion. (4.1) and (4.2). The latter
equations after transformation, take the form

(4.5) ^

(4.6) stJkdJ

We have assumed here that the initial boundary conditions are homogeneous.
The following notations are introduced

00

(4.7) aJt (x,p)~ f ffj, (x, 0 e'rtdt, etc.
o

Applying the same procedure as in point 2, operating only on the transformed
quantities, we obtain

(4.8) J (aJt y'jt+Pji Kn+y°jt a'jt+K^, /u'Jt) dV=

Performing analogical transformations as were carried out in point 2, and ma-
king use of Eqs. (4.5). (4.6), we get the equation

(4.9) / (Zt u[+ ?t 9d dV+ f (pt u',+wi <p\) dA+ J (y° on+Tc% JiJ dV=

f (p\
V - A V

V A V ' : '

Finally, we should perform the inverse Laplace transformation. In consequence
we obtain . • .;

(4.10) f(iXl*ul+Yi*<p'i)dV+J(pl*u'i+ml*q>'t)dA+ ., .; > , ; sl-
V A

+ / (Vji * °'JI+KOJI * thd dV= J (X[ * ut+ Y[ * cPt) dV+
V V

+ j (P'I* ut+m[ * (pt) dA+ j (y'° * aji+Kj0, * nM) dV
A V

Here
t

Xt * u\ = J Xi (x, T) u't (x, t—T)dz, etc.
o

After the same method as in point 2, on taking into account instantaneous
concentrated forces and body couples we find the following formula

(4.11) uk(x', 0 - / {Jl * af+K% * O dV(x),
v

(4-12) fc(x', 0= / {y°n * oft+rfi * V§) dV(x).
K
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The Green functions, occurring in the stresses aj}, aft,..., are known merely
for the unbounded elastic body, provided that we confine our considerations to
the varying harmonically in time concentrated forces and body couples [3].
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B. HoBaiiKM, IlpoSjieMa fliicropcmi B MiiKponoJinpnoii ynpyroii cpeae

B nacTosnueti pa6oTe BWBe^eHa TeopeMa o B3aKMH0CTK pa6oT, cnpaBefljiHBan flnsr
cnyiafl fleKcTBHii Buemroix Harpy3OK, a TaKjKe naianbHtix flecfropMairrffi: (flHCTopcna) y°h Kjt.
HcnoJib3y5I ynoMJtHyryio TeopeMy, npMBOflXTCJt 4>opMyjn>i flns nepeMemeiirtii H noBopoTOB (Bpa-
meiiHii) npH npifMeHeHHH $yHKi;nfH TpHHa. PaccMOTpem>i flBa OCO6BIX cjiyliafl. IlepBi.iit KacaeTcsr
pocTa o6i.eMa oflHocBfl3Horo Tejia, noflBepaceHHoro fleiicTBino flHCTopcHH. BTopott cjryiafi: Kaca-

nepeiviemeHJltt M noBopoTOB (BpameHMK) B SecKOHennoM, ynpyroM npocTpaHCTBe, BbiSBanHbift
cocpeflOToieHHbiMH fle^eKTaMK. B nocjieflHeit nacTit pa6oTi>i pacuiKpeiia TeopeMa o>

B3an(MHOCTH pa6oT Ha


